Takutai Kāpiti

Kāpiti Coast Coastal Hazard Susceptibility and
Vulnerability Assessment
Volume 1: Methodology

Projections of Relative Sea Level Rise in Kapiti
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Projections of Relative Sea Level Rise in Kapiti
Year

Lower Projection of
RSLR since 2020

Intermediate Projection of
RSLR since 2020

2050

0.2 m

0.40 m

2070

0.3 m

0.70 m (Erosion)
0.65 m (Inundation)1

2120

0.6 m (Erosion)
0.65 m (Inundation) (1)

1.0 m, 1.25 m

Upper Projection of
RSLR since 2020

1.65 m

1For

inundation, the extent of the hazard is less sensitive to the timing of SLR. Therefore, a rise of
0.65 m has been applied as the upper projection for 2070 and the lower projection for 2120.
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Coastal Erosion
Methodology
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Coastal Erosion Approach

CED = (LT x T) + SL + DS + ST
Where:
 CED = Coastal Erosion Distance to the Projected Future Shoreline Position
 LT = Past long-term rate of shoreline movement
 T = The Time frames over which the past long-term rates are extrapolated in the future (30, 50, and
100 years)
 SL = Erosion due to future accelerated relative sea level rise
 ST = Short term storm erosion
 DS = Dune stability factor
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Present Day Coastal Erosion Susceptibility – Unstructured Coast
Present Day Hazard
Dune
Stability

Short
Term

CED = ST +DS

Stable
Dune
Profile

Oversteepened
Profile
Dune toe or vegetation line
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Future Coastal Erosion Hazard Susceptibility – Unstructured Coast
Erosion Distance to Projected Future Shoreline Position
Dune
Stability

CED = LT + SL + ST + DS

Short Term
Effect
of SLR

Stable
Dune
Profile

Long
Term

Oversteepened
Profile
Dune toe or vegetation line

Sea Level Rise
Future Sea Level
Present Day Sea Level
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Present Day Coastal Erosion Hazard Susceptibility –Structured Coast
Present Day Erosion Susceptibility
Dune
Stability

Short
Term

CED(Structure Failure) = ST +DS

Stable
Dune
Profile
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Oversteepened
Profile
Beach profile
lowering from erosion
in front of seawall
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Future Coastal Erosion Hazard Susceptibility – Structured Coast
Erosion Distance to Projected Future Shoreline Position
Dune
Stability

Short Term

CED(post structure) = LT + SL + ST + DS

Effect
of SLR
Long
Term

Stable
Dune
Profile

Oversteepened
Profile

Future Sea Level

Sea Level Rise

Present Day Sea Level
Structure Failure at
end of maximum
residual life
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Beach profile lowered
from erosion in front of
seawall
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Erosion effect of SLR

CED = (LT x T) + SL + DS + ST

For structured shorelines:
 Shoreline structures were grouped into 250m sections based on their ‘maximum residual life’ from
T&T (2016) database.
 These were between 10-50 years (groups were rounded up to nearest 10).
 Erosion from SLR calculated after structure ‘failure’ using the rate from failure to the end of that time
period. For example, if a structure had a residual life of 10 years, the effect of SLR was calculated
from the rate of rise between 2030-2050 for the first timeframe of 2020-2050.
 Input parameters were based on a series of lidar profiles around the KCDC beach profile transects, to
give an idea of the ‘natural’ elevation of the land behind the structure.
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Comparison to previous assessment – Effect of SLR
Panel Review Comment on CSL (2008) Approach:

How this assessment addresses this:

Significant uncertainties based on the selection of the
beach-profile slope used in the calculations

We have used a combination of KCDC beach profile
data, LiDAR and Bathymetry to get representative
beach profile slopes for input into calculations.

The review is also silent on the use of this method in
front of sea-walls.

We have developed a method to address structures,
and clearly stated how we have done this in the
methodology report.

Revisions of the results could be required with the
updated SLR projections from IPCC (2014).

We have used the most up to date projections
(including IPCC 2019), we have also aligned it with
MfE (2017) guidelines and incorporated VLM.
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Long term extrapolation of rate

CED = (LT x T) + SL + DS + ST

 Non-Structured coastline
− Digital Shoreline Systems Analysis of shorelines from 1948-2017 to calculate long term
trends.
− Probability Distribution formed from Linear Regression Rate +/- 90% confidence interval.
− When R2 rate was low, further investigation was undertaken, and End Point Rate +/- 50%
was applied.

 Structured coastline
− CSL (2008) ‘early rate’ applied. This was calculated from shoreline movement from
1880’s (Cadastral surveys) to 1954 (Aerial imagery) to give a ‘pre-structure’
erosion/accretion rate.
− Probability distribution for using the ‘early rate’ +/- 50%.
− Only extrapolated after structure was assumed to fail (based on maximum residual life of
structure – T&T (2016)).
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Comparison to previous assessment – Long Term Erosion
Panel Review Comment on CSL (2008) Approach:

How this assessment addresses this:

Double counting of the contribution of SLR in the 20th century.

We have addressed this in our SLR
approach by discounting for
contemporary SLR, therefore only
calculating erosion from accelerated rate
of rise.

Concerns that there may also have been double counting when the
“catch-up erosion” was added to the extrapolation when a sea wall
was assumed to not be maintained

No catch-up erosion has been included
following wall failure.

Concerns that property owners that lived on the cuspate foreland
where the shoreline is accreting were denied the benefits of living in
that area
(e.g. a positive accretion rate was not extrapolated, and LT = 0).

Where coastal accretion is occurring, it
was been included in the assessment and
not set at 0. So have a tipping point to
net erosion when effects of SLR override
accretion trend from sediment supply.
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Short-term Erosion

CED = (LT x T) + SL + DS + ST

 Quasi-Distributions developed based on Gibbs & Wiltshere (1976) observations of
the Sept 1976 storm which was classified as a 0.5% AEP event.
 Sensitivity testing undertaken using SBeach storm response model and the Komar
(1999) geometric method, however these both gave unrealistic results.
Coastal Cell
Short Term Erosion Observation (Gibbs & Wiltshere, 1976)
Paekākāriki
1-5m
Queen Elizabeth Park
1-10m
Raumati
10-15m
Paraparaumu
1-5m
Waikanae
1-5m
Peka Peka
5-10m
Te Horo
Not given. Assumed as 5-10m(1)
Ōtaki
Not given. Assumed as 5-10m(1)
(1) Assumed on basis that NW storm wave heights at Te Horo and Otaki would be similar, if not greater,
than at Peka Peka, therefore similar storm erosion effects.
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Comparison to previous assessment – Short Term
Panel Review Comment on CSL (2008) Approach:

How this assessment addresses this:

The method was not sufficiently robust to represent the
design conditions needed to account for potential shortterm erosion and flooding hazards.

We tested the Lumsden (2003) approach (from
Komar 1999), however produced results which
appeared to be unrealistic compared to the
1976 observations. The sensitivity around this
method and SBeach modelling is included as an
appendix in the methodology report.

Recommended that the methodology employed by
Lumsden (2003) is used in the next hazard assessment, as it
considers wave conditions, extreme wave heights and swash
runup levels.
Recommended that an engineering analysis be undertaken
of the existing shore-protection structures, and that this
information be considered in analysing short-term impact
on structures and likelihood of them to fail over a 50 – 100year period.
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KCDC undertook the engineering analysis
through T&T (2016) & updated for some area in
2019 to provide information around the residual
life of structures. This information has been
incorporated into the assessment for structured
coasts.
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Dune Stability

CED = (LT x T) + SL + DS + ST

 Applied to Sand Beaches following Short term erosion.
 Not applied to the composite beaches.

STR = h/2(tan α)
Where:
h = the height of the escarpment
α = the stable slope angle of repose of dry sand (30-34°)
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Comparison to previous assessment – Dune Stability
Panel Review Comment on CSL (2008) Approach:

How this assessment addresses this:

This method was appropriate to use along the shoreline to the
north of Raumati (non-structured).

We incorporated a range of slope stabilities from 30-34
for dry sand into the probability distribution.

For the southern section of the shoreline, the recommendations
were:
• Advice to be sought regarding slope stability along more
elevated portions of the coast south of Raumati, where there
were more complex slope stability issues surrounding sand
grain size adopted and the assumptions around dry sand.

Dune stability is only included when walls have failed, or
are included as part of a ‘short term’ erosion zone when
beaches are accreting.

•
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Omit the dune stability component from hazard zone
calculations for an engineered seawall
maintenance/repair/rebuild scenario.
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Probabilistic Approach
 A probability deals with the uncertainty surrounding the data used and the results
obtained from the methods used to define each of the components of the CED
calculation for determination of the PFSP.
 This was a recommendation from the expert panel review in 2014.
• Distribution formed for each component at each Transect
(over 700 transects at 50m spacing).
• Run through Monte Carlo Simulation (10,000 realizations)
• Probabilities for each transect determined and mapped
• Probabilities are a function of the input data.
• P33 – P66 considered to be where the ‘most likely’
shoreline position will be with the input data.
• P90 is where ‘very unlikely’ the shoreline will be landward
of this point.
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Example of Data Input
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Example of how these are mapped
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Coastal Hydrosystems
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Hydrosystem Example – Waitohu Stream
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Comparison to previous assessment – Coastal Hydrosystems
Panel Review Comment on CSL (2008) Approach:

How this assessment addresses this:

This area of coastal hazards methodology is very underdeveloped, and there is no common approach due to the
complexities around both coastal and fluvial processes
influencing these sites.

We have done a subjective site by site analysis of how we
think they will respond, with consideration of:

A better analysis would require a site-by-site analysis which
better accounts for unique characteristics and historical
behaviour of each inlet to be examined in isolation.

•
•
•
•
•
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Adjacent future shoreline position;
Topography and elevation of the land around the inlet;
The conservation of area and volume of the available
water ponding within the mouth environment;
The relationship of the future width and depth of the
mouth throat to its current position; and
The occurrence of structures and assumptions around
their future existence.
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Example of Joining of Assessment Cell Boundaries
Lower RSLR Scenario Potential
Shoreline Zone
(0-90%)

Present Day Shoreline (2017)

Higher RSLR Scenario Potential Shoreline Zone (0-90%)

Relative sea level rise (RSLR) scenarios:

Open Coast Projected Future
Shoreline Position

Lower RSLR Scenario
Most Likely (33-66%)
Present Day Hazard
(90%)

Higher RSLR Scenario
Most Likely (33-66%)

Cell Boundary

Lower RSLR Scenarios are:
0.2m 2050;
0.4m 2070; and
0.65m 2120
Higher RSLR Scenarios are:
0.4m 2050;
0.7m 2070; and
1.65m 2120

Lower RSLR Scenario hydrosystem extent

Higher RSLR Scenario hydrosystem extent

Hydrosystem Potential
Future Extent

Coastal Inundation
Methodology
• Objective: To provide an initial understanding of
the areas most likely to be affected by coastal
flooding from storm tides, and how this will
change under RSLR to the consistent levels as
used in the erosion assessment.

“Bathtub map” of
potentially susceptible
land and inundation
“cells”

• Use current available data and a “bathtub”
approach to provide an interim assessment
ahead of more detailed flood models and
outputs under development becoming available.
• However, the outputs of the current assessment
will allow coastal inundation hazards to be
considered alongside the erosion hazards in
developing coastal hazard adaptation pathways
under the Takutai Kāpiti project.
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Comparisons to
Existing Modelling

Factors to be
considered in the
project
inundation
assessment
A range of sea
level rise values

Extreme storm
tide level
Different types of
inundation
pathway
Fluvial/pluvial
contribution to
flooding
Coverage of the
full coastline
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How the current maps consider these
factors
KCDC flood GWRC flood
GWRC storm
hazard
maps
surge maps
maps

Our approach for this project

✓
X
X
(four scenarios:
0 m, 0.5 m,
(only 0.8 m) (only 0.8 m)
1.0 m, 1.5 m

Consider 0 m, 0.65 m, 1.65 m
based on max RCP8.5+
scenarios for 2070 & 2120.

✓
(5% AEP)

✓
(5% AEP)

Do not
include all
rivers

Do not
include SW
network

✓

✓

X

X

✓
(1% AEP)

1% AEP static storm tide level
including wave setup

Do not include
Conservative - considers all
SW network or land potentially at risk (below
smaller
sea level) including those
streams
without obvious direct pathways
Not considered.
Where this effect is important it
X
can be assessed using new
flood models which are under
development
Covers the whole coastline,
using available ground level
X
data and existing estimates of
inundation water levels
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Example of Coastal Inundation
Susceptibility mapping: Otaki river
 Indictive areas potentially susceptible to
increased inundation from run-up
overtopping are shown
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Vulnerability Approach
 In this assessment we have quantitatively assessed the sensitivity of key council
infrastructure and community services to the current and future exposure to coastal
hazards. The purpose of this assessment is to determine when various assets or
services may become affected by SLR for both coastal erosion and inundation
hazards.
 An asset or service was assessed as being ‘affected’ if the location of the
asset/service intersected with the hazard susceptibility at the 50 year or 100-year
timeframe. For the inundation hazard, water depths are not reported as part of this
vulnerability assessment.
 This assessment has not considered any social, ecological, or culturally significance
assets, sites, or services, as this will require input from the community to
understand what assets or sites the community values.
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Copyright Notice
Important
The material in this presentation has been prepared by Jacobs®.
©2020 Jacobs Engineering Group Inc. All rights reserved. This presentation is protected by U.S. and International
copyright laws. Reproduction and redistribution without written permission is prohibited. Jacobs, the Jacobs
logo, and all other Jacobs trademarks are the property of Jacobs Engineering Group Inc.
Jacobs is a trademark of Jacobs Engineering Group Inc.
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